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General Awareness
Instructions
For the following questions answer them individually
Question 1
The Foreign Exchange Reserves of India are kept in the custody of

A World Bank
B

International Monetary Fund

C

Prime Minister Rahat Kosh

D

Reserve Bank of India

E None of these
Answer: D
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Question 2
The Reserve Bank of India issues coins and notes of various denominations. At present RBI does not issue coins of which of the
following denominations?

A 10 Rupees
B

5 Rupees

C

25 paise

D

2 Rupees

E 1 Rupee
Answer: C
Question 3
The European Union has adopted which of the following as common currency ?

A Dollar
B

Dinar

C

Yen

D

Peso

E Euro
Answer: E
Question 4
Various Banks in the country have installed machines which disburse money to general public. These machines are called

A Coin dispensing machines
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B

ATMs

C

Debit Card Machines

D

Ledger Machines

E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 5
Which of the following names Is NOT associated with the Insurance business in India ?

A Bajaj Allianz
B

LIC

C

GI C

D

Tata AIG

E GE Money
Answer: E
Question 6
Commodity Exchanges at various places in India are trading in many metals like gold, silver, etc. Many times we read in newspapers
that gold no more has remained the highest trading option and has been replaced by a non traditional metal known as

A copper
B

steel

C

zinc

D

white gold

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 7
Which of the following is known as plastic money ? Demand Draft Credit Card Debit Card

A Only (A)
B

Only (B)

C

Only (C)

D

Both (B) and (C)

E All (A), (B) and (C)
Answer: D
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Question 8
Many a times we see a term in newspapers ‘IPO’ What is the full form of the same?

A Indian Public Offer
B

Institutional Purchase Offer

C

Industrial Purchase Offer

D

Indian Purchase Offer

E Initial Public Offer
Answer: E
Question 9
Many a times we read in financial newspapers a term/ name NMCEX. What is the full form of the same?

A New Multi Capital Exchange
B

National Medium Commodity Exchange

C

National Multi Commodity Exchange

D

Net Marketable Commodity Exchange

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 10
Many Banks these days are entering into business of offering loans against property. This business of the banks can be categorised
under which of the following heads of bank-lag?

A Corporate Banking
B

Personal Banking

C

Merchant Banking

D

Portfolio Management Service

E None of these
Answer: E
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Question 11
Which of the following organisations /banks has done a commendable work in the field of micro finance and was awarded Nobel Prize
also in the past ?

A Gramin Bank of Bangladesh
B

CRY
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C
D

ASHA
NABARD

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 12
Which of the following countries has not made any significant investment in India?

A Japan
B

USA

C

Nepal

D

Britain

E France
Answer: C
Question 13
Which of the following is considered an informal method of getting credit/finance ?

A Internet banking
B

Branch visits

C

Going to money lenders

D

Tele Banking

E All of these
Answer: C
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Question 14
Which of the following is NOT a Public Sector Unit/Undertaking/Agency ?

A ECGC
B

SEBI

C

SIDBI

D

Axis Bank

E BHEL
Answer: D
Question 15
Which of the following does not represent the name of a bank working in India?
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A YES
B

HDFC

C

TATA

D

Kotak Mahindra

E Axis
Answer: C
Question 16
Which of the following is a type of tax levied by the Government on goods and services?

A SAT
B

NET

C

PAN

D

VAT

E None of these
Answer: D
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Question 17
As per the news appeared in some major newspapers India Is number two in getting ‘PE’. What is the full form of PE’ as used in the
financial world?

A Professional and Ecofriendly
B

Profitable Equity

C

Profitable and Economical

D

Private and Economical

E Private Equity
Answer: E
Question 18
Many a times we read in newspapers about ‘Financial Inclusion’. What does it really mean ? (Pick out correct statement(s)
(A) Allow the merger and acquisition of Banks so that only few big banks exist and continue to cater to the need of corporate sector.
(B) Extending the network of banks in such a way that people from lower strata of society also get the benefit of services provided by
banks.
(C) Providing Insurance cover to each and every citizen so that he/she can live a healthy and long life.

A Only (A)
B

Only (B)

C

Only (C)
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D

Both (A) and (B)

E All (A), (B) and (C)
Answer: D
Question 19
Which of the following organisations recently issued some guidelines related to ‘Participatory Notes’ as used in financial world ?

A RBI
B

IRDA

C

SEBI

D

AMFI

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 20
As per news items published in various newspapers, Italy has offered its help in developing `SMEs in India. What is the full form of
SME’?

A Small and Monopolistic Economy
B

Small and Medium Enterprises

C

Speedy and Mechanical

D

Small and Medium Level Economy

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 21
Which of the following statements about the ‘exports’ from India is true ?
(A) Exports are showing good rate of growth.
(B) Exports are growing in volume but still they are poorer than Imports in terms of value.
(C) Exports are not improving the way they were growing two years back.

A Only (A)
B

Only (B)

C

Only (C)

D

Both (A) and (C)

E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 22
The Government of India keeps on clearing the proposal of setting up new SEZs at several places. What does the letter ‘S’ represent
in the SEE?

A Soft
B

Small

C

Special

D

Supportive

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 23
Which amongst the following is NOT a foodgrain ?

A Wheat
B

Rice

C

Maize

D

Jowar

E Cotton
Answer: E
Question 24
Various Government agenicies/organisations are given responsibilities for implementing various policies/decisions of the
Government of India. Policies about credit flow to the agricultural/priority sector are framed/implemented through which of the
following apex bodies ?

A ECGC
B

NABARD

C

trn

D

IDBI Bank

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 25
As we read now and then the Monetary and Credit Policy is reviewed and changes/corrections are made frequently. Who among the
following exactly takes this decision in India ?

A Deputy Chairman, Planning Commission
B

Prime Minister
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C

Finance Minister

D

Chairman, Finance Commission

E None of these
Answer: E
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Question 26
Which of the following is NOT a foreign bank working in India?

A HSBC
B

Barclays

C

Standard Chartered

D

Yes Bank

E All are foreign banks
Answer: E
Question 27
Who amongst the following is the Chairman of the 14th Finance Commission ?

A Bimal Jalan
B

Y.V. Reddy

C

C. Rangarajan

D

Vijay Kelkar

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 28
With which of the following nations India has the least trade relations?

A Japan
B

Britain

C

South Africa

D

Yuganda

E Iran
Answer: D
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Question 29
Your friend gets Rs. 10000 from his grand parents. He/ she wants to invest this amount in a bank in such a way that he/she need not
withdraw the amount partly or wholly for two years. What kind of account should he/ she open in a bank?

A Small Savings Account
B

Current Account

C

Term Deposit Account

D

Demat Account

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 30
We often see the names of two personalities in newspapers/ magazines/electronic media. These names are - Dr. C. Rangarajan and
Dr. Bimal Jalan. In their lives, one thing is common. That is

A Both are the chief economic advisor to Prime Minister of India
B

Both are Members of Parliament

C

Both are former Governors of RBI

D

Both were Finance Ministers of India

E There is nothing common in both
Answer: C
Question 31
According to the reports published in Newspapers/magazines, Government of India and some NGOs have announced/started many
schemes to provide help/relief to farmers in general and the tragedy stricken farmers in particular. Which of the following cannot be
considered such a scheme?

A Crop Insurance Scheme
B

E-Chaupal

C

Subsidy for chemical fertilisers

D

Renovation of watershed/ waterbodies

E Midday Meal Scheme
Answer: E
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Question 32
What does the term Depreciation mean as used in finance/banking operations?

A Closure of a plant due to lock out
B

Reduction in the value/ loss of equipment/plant over a time due to wear and tear
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C

Loss incurred during a year due to plant breakdown

D

Unusually high repair expenses incurred on the plant during the year

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 33
Which of the following cannot be called an organized sector in India ?

A Nationalised Banks
B

Regional Rural Banks

C

Co-operative Banks

D

Chits and Money Lenders

E State Co-Operative Banks
Answer: D
Question 34
The term ‘Power of Attorney’ refers to

A Power of a person
B

An authority to operate a Bank Account

C

An instrument by which a person is empowered to act for another person

D

All of these

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 35
What does BPLR stand for ?

A Basic Priority Lending Rate
B

Below Poverty Line Register

C

Benchmark Prime Lending Rate

D

Base Primary Lending Rate

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 36
Which of the following bodies/agencies decides the distribution of tax income between Central & State Governments in India?
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A Planning Commission
B

Central Law Commission

C

Reserve Bank of India

D

Finance Commission

E Administrative Reforms Commission
Answer: D
Question 37
Who among the following is the chairman of the Tax Administration Reform Commision (TARC) set up by the Government of India on
August 26, 2013 to review the application of tax policies ?

A Parthasarathi Shome
B

Y G Parande

C

Sunita Kaila

D

M K Zutshi

E None of these
Answer: A
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Question 38
Which of the following steps was/were takes by the Reserve Bank of India in July 2013 to suck liquidity and check the rupee’s slide?

A The RBI raised the cost of borrowing by banks by two per cent to 10.25 per cent
B

The RBI announced the sale of Government Securities via open market operation

C

The RBI fixed a cap on how much banks can borrow from the Central bank at 7.25 per cent using the repo window

D

Only a and b

E All of the above
Answer: E
Question 39
Which of the following stock exchanges on July 5, 2013 launched ‘LIX 15’ index for derivatives segment?

A Bombay Stock Exchange (BSE)
B

Delhi Stock Exchange (DSE)

C

National Stock Exchange (NSE)

D

Magadh Stock Exchange (MSE)

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 40
The Annual Monetary Policy Statement 2013-14, announced on May 3, 2013 projected the Gross Domestic Product growth for 201314 at

A 5.3 per cent
B

5.7 per cent

C

5.4 per cent

D

5.5 per cent

E None of these
Answer: B
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Computer Knowledge
Instructions
For the following questions answer them individually
Question 41
When you save to this, your data will remain intact even when the computer is turned off _____

A RAM
B

motherboard

C

secondary storage device

D

primary storage device

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 42
The simultaneous processing of two or more programs by multiple processors is________

A Multiprogramming
B

Multitasking

C

Time-sharing

D

MultI processing

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 43
What type of device is a computer printer?
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A Input
B

Output

C

Software

D

Storage

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 44
The contents of _____ are lost when the computer turns off.

A Storage
B

Input

C

0utput

D

Memory

E None of these
Answer: D

Question 45
When you turn on the computer, the boot routine will perform this test ________.

A RAM test
B

Disk drive test

C

Memory test

D

Power-on-self-test

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 46
Personal computers can be connected together to form a

A Server
B

Supercomputer

C

Enterprise

D

Network

E None of these
Answer: D
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Question 47
Which elements of a Word document can be displayed in colour?

A Only graphics
B

Only text

C

All elements

D

All elements, but only if you have a colour printer

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 48
complete electronic circuit with transistors and other electronic components on a small silicon chip is called a (n)

A Workstation
B

CPU

C

magnetic disk

D

integrated circuit

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 49
To access properties of an object, the mouse technique to use is ________.

A Right-clicking
B

Shift-clicking

C

Dragging

D

Dropping

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 50
What is the term for unsolicited e-mail?

A Newsgroup
B

Usenet

C

Backbone

D

Flaming
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E

Spam
Answer: E
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Question 51
You use a(n) such as a keyboard or mouse, to input information.

A Output device
B

Input device

C

Storage device

D

Processing device

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 52
The term _______ designates equipment that might be added to a computer system to enhance its functionality.

A Digital device
B

System add-on

C

Disk pack

D

Peripheral device

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 53
An email account includes a storage area, often called a (n)

A Attachment
B

Hyperlink

C

Mailbox

D

IP address

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 54
Data becomes _________when it is presented in a format that people can understand and use.
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A Processed
B

Graphs

C

Information

D

Presentation

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 55
A set of computer programs that helps a computer monitor itself and function more efficiently is a/an

A Windows
B

System Software

C

DBMS

D

Application Software

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 56
A _____ is a collection of information saved as a unit.

A Folder
B

File

C

Path

D

File extension

E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 57
Peripheral devices such as printers and monitors are considered to be

A Hardware
B

Software

C

Data

D

Information

E None of these
Answer: A
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Question 58
Input, output, and processing devices grouped together represent a(n) _______.

A Mobile device
B

Information processing cycle

C

Circuit board

D

Computer system

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 59
Most Web sites have a main page, the_____which acts as a doorway to the rest of the Web site pages.

A Search engine
B

Home page

C

Browser

D

URL

E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 60
Which of the the following system components is the brain of the computer?

A Circuit board
B

CPU

C

Memory

D

Network card

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 61
Which of the following is not true about computer files?

A They are collections of data saved to a storage medium
B

Every file has a filename

C

A file extension is established by the user to indicate the file’s contents

D

All files contain data
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E None of these
Answer: C
Question 62
____________allows voice conversations to travel over the Internet.

A Internet telephony
B

Instant messaging

C

E-mail

D

E-commerce

E None of these
Answer: A
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Question 63
You use a(n)________ such as a keyboard or mouse, to input information.

A Storage device
B

Processing device

C

Input device

D

Output device

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 64
Which of the following is not true concerning user IDs and passwords?

A When you enter your user ID and password, the computer knows it is you
B

If your computer asks for a user ID and password, you can create your own

C

Sometimes you are assigned a user ID and password for security reasons

D

You should share your user ID and password with at least one other person

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 65
One who designs, writes, tests and maintains computer programs is called a

A User
B

Programmer
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C

Designer

D

Operator

E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 66
Iterms such as names and addresses are considered

A Information
B

Input

C

Records

D

Data

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 67
Most mail programs automatically complete the following two parts in an e-mail

A From : and Body :
B

From :

and Date:

C

From : and To:

D

From: and Subject:

E e: None of these
Answer: B
Question 68
Where is the disk put in a computer?

A In the modem
B

In the hard drive

C

Into the CPU

D

In the disk drive

E None of these
Answer: D
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Question 69
The name a user assigns to a document is called a(n) :

A Filename
B

Program

C

Record

D

Data

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 70
An e-mail address typically consists of a user ID followed by the________ sign and the name of the e-mail server that manages the
user’s electronic post office box.

A @
B

#

C

&

D

*

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 71
A personal computer is designed to meet the computing needs of a(n)

A Individual
B

Department

C

Company

D

City

E None of these
Answer: A
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Question 72
Devices that enter information and let you communicate with the computer are called

A Software
B

Output devices

C

Hardware

D

Input devices
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E Input /Output devices
Answer: D
Question 73
An electronic device, operating under the control of information, that can accept data, process the data, produce output and store the
results for future use

A Input
B

Computer

C

Software

D

Hardware

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 74
What is the function of the Central Processing Unit of a Computer?

A Creates invoices
B

Performs calculations and processing

C

Deletes Data

D

Corrupts the data

E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 75
Which of the following is not an integral part of computer?

A CPU
B

Mouse

C

Monitor

D

UPS

E None of these
Answer: D
Question 76
Which of the following is /are not part of the CPU?

A Primary storage
B

Registers
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C

Control unit

D

ALU

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 77
The device that reconciles the differences between computers and phones is the—

A LAN
B

wand reader

C

TCP/IP

D

scanner

E modem
Answer: E
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Question 78
A combination of hardware and software that allows communication and electronic transfer of information between computers is a —

A Network
B

Backup system

C

Server

D

Peripheral

E Modem
Answer: A
Question 79
Which of the following represents the fastest data transmission speed?

A Bandwidth
B

Bps

C

Gbps

D

Kbps

E Mbps
Answer: C
Question 80
What is a major feature of the World Wide Web that makes It simple to learn and use?
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A Database interface
B

Graphical text interface

C

Graphical user interface

D

Point-to-Point Protocol

E None of these
Answer: C
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English
Instructions
Read the following passage carefully and answer the questions given below it. Certain words have been printed in bold to help you
locate them while answering some of the questions.
Crude oil has had a long history, and an interesting one. It is probably one single natural resource that has been instrumental in
producing maximum conflicts and wars during the last century. With such a track record, it is surprising that in the given environment,
wherein oil prices are breaking all records, and has become the biggest cause of concern across the globe, why is it that there is silence
from some parts of the world ? It is Intriguing especially when some have been paying a much higher price on fuel, as compared to their
poorer counterparts. It is surprising, more so, when one realizes that the number of oil producing nations is only a handful and
compared to the number of oil consuming nations. While a proactive action from the mighty and powerful can bring in a huge respite
for the world, why is it that they choose to be silent ?Also, keeping in mind the fact that a few nations - both powerful and weak have
some of the largest unused oil reserves, their silence and lack of any serious action look at the more aberrant. Looking at the manner
things are shaping up, it just cannot be ruled out that possibly these nations have a definite interest in the increasing prices of oil. The
question then is what could their underlying interest be? In all probability, what we are seeing right now is just a precursor to the larger
picture, well laid out by them may be for the good. With rising prices, the OPEC might be delighted right now, but perhaps they are
unable to see what is going to hit them. For this unprecedented rise in oil is creating a most demanding environment for alternative
fuels. As and when the reserves deplete and demand really grows, more than anyone else, it is OPEC that would be badly hit, much to
the glee of some nations having unused reserves which have the most to gain by using blackmailing tactics. Eventually, the countries at
the receiving end would be forced to create an enabling environment for alternative energy. This trend is already visible, with India
showing the way with its nuclear deal and other countries dangling the carrot of complete conversion of natural gas towards other
countries in order to boost their own business. By doing so they are creating a tactical pressure on countries. As they know that the
further the oil prices get pushed, the more the globe would become attracted and ready for alternative and nonconventional fuel.
Moreover, for many of the countries, it might become more expensive to invest in newer technologies to conform to the emission norms
than to shift to alternative sources, making the market even more attractive. And it is then that the organisations which have already
invested billions of dollars in alternate fuels would mop up the global energy market completely.
The second possible reason why some nations of the world are not too enthusiastic to mitigate the price of oil is because the rising oil
price is perhaps one of the major deterrents to growth of other countries. Perhaps they were hand in glove in the mechanism to raise
the oil price and knowing well that this would make these nations feel the pinch. And now, the rising oil prices have put these nations in
a fix. As the pressure of inflationary tendencies increases these countries cannot afford either to sit back and remain entrapped in the
larger conspiracy. No wonder then that these are frantically looking around the globe - especially Africa - for newer reserves I As it is
said, oil has a long history and the legacy continues.
Question 81
Which nations does the author refer to the phrase 'these nations have a definite interest in the increasing prices of oil'?

A The mighty and powerful nations
B

Nations having unused oil reserves

C

Nations which have exhausted their oil reserves

D

The nations which have shifted to nonconventional fuels
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E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 82
Which of the following is not true in context of the passage?

A Some nations have kept a silence upon the rising oil price in order to inhibit the growth of other nations
B

It is more cost effective to shift to alternate forms of energy than to invest in technology for conforming to the emission norms

C

Some nations have unused oil reserves which would earn these nations heavy profits once the oil reserves elsewhere deplete

D

India has had a nuclear deal for its energy needs

E All are true
Answer: E
Question 83
What does the author mean by 'dangling the carrot' in the passage?

A Some countries are stringently opposing the conversion to alternate forms of fuel
B

Some countries have been luring other countries to change over the alternate fuels in order to boost their own business

C

Some countries are making the effort to save environment by using natural gas Instead of oil as a fuel

D

Both a: and b:

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 84
Why, according to the author, OPEC though delighted currently, would be in a difficult situation later ?

A All the oil reserves on the earth will soon be exhausted
B

Powerful nations will try and dominate OPEC later on

C

As the oil reserves which are being used currently deplete in the time to come, nations having unused oil reserves would arm-twist
OPEC

D

Nations will lose faith in OPEC owing to very high fuel prices

E None of these
Answer: C
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Question 85
What, according to the author, makes the market of alternate sources very attractive?
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A Many countries have already made a substantial profit in the industry of alternate fuel
B

Such measures do not cause harm to the environment

C

Only a few countries of the world will have to access to alternate forms of fuel

D

The use of alternate sources has been forced upon certain countries by powerful countries

E None of these
Answer: E
Question 86
Which of the following can be the most appropriate title for the given passage ?

A Reasons behind silence on increase in oil prices
B

Nuclear power as an alternate source of energy

C

The monopoly of oil reserves by powerful countries

D

The repercussion of shifting to alternate forms of energy

E Oil reserves as deterrent of growth of the nations
Answer: A
Instructions
Choose the word which is most similar in meaning to the word printed in bold as used in the passage.
Question 87
INSTRUMENTAL

A Non-vocal
B

Reasonable

C

Creditable

D

Responsible

E Liable
Answer: D
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Question 88
ABERRANT

A Curious
B

Abnormal

C

Spoilt

D

Inferior
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E Non functional
Answer: B
Instructions
Choose the word/phrase which is most opposite in meaning to the word printed in bold as used in the passage.
Question 89
PROACTIVE

A Quick
B

Over powered

C

Dormant

D

Delicate

E Brittle
Answer: C
Question 90
MITIGATE

A Fright
B

Decline

C

Degeneration

D

Worsen

E Deprivation
Answer: D

Instructions
Read each sentence to find out whether there is any grammatical error in It. The error, if any, will be in one part of the sentence. The
number of that part is the answer. If there is no error, the answer is '5'. (Ignore the errors of punctuation, if any).
Question 91
No sooner did the students a:/ seen the principal approach b:/ than they ran c:/ from the playground. d:/ No error e:

A No sooner did the students
B

seen the principal approach

C

than they ran

D

from the playground

E No error
Answer: B
Question 92
My elder sister and I am a:/ interested in painting b:/ and therefore have joined c:/ the coaching classes. d:/ No error e:
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A My elder sister and I am
B

interested in painting

C

and therefore have joined

D

the coaching classes

E No error
Answer: A
Question 93
Only after a lot of persuasion a:/ the illiterate villager allowed b:/ himselfs girl child c:/ to study in the school. d:/ No error e:

A Only after a lot of persuasion
B

the illiterate villager allowed

C

himselfs girl child

D

to study in the school

E No error
Answer: C
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Question 94
The need for alternate a:/ sources of energy are b:/ essential to conserve c:/ the environment. d:/ No error e:

A The need for alternate
B

sources of energy are

C

essential to conserve

D

the environment

E No error
Answer: B
Question 95
I have being working a:/ in that organisation for five years b:/ but now I work c:/ for a different company. d:/ No error e:

A I have being working
B

in that organisation for five years

C

but now I work

D

for a different company

E No error
Answer: A
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Instructions
Which of the phrases a:, b:, c: and d: given below each statement should replace the phrase printed in bold in the sentence to make it
grammatically correct ? If the sentence is correct as it is given and 'No correction is required', mark e: as the answer.
Question 96
Many students waits anxiously at the college gate to know their results.

A student waited anxiouly
B

students waiting anxiously

C

students waited anxiously

D

students waited anxious

E No correction required
Answer: C
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Question 97
Through a fortuitous circumstance Rakhi met her childhood friend on the bus in which she was travelling.

A she was travelled
B

she did travel

C

she has travelling

D

she were travelling

E No correction required
Answer: E
Question 98
The opposition party has alleged that the prices of essential commodities are soaring like never before on the last three decades.

A before on the next
B

before in the last

C

before at the last

D

previously in the next

E No correction required
Answer: B
Question 99
The salaries and the perks of the employees in this institution are not in according with the rest of the industry.

A are not in accordance
B

is not in accordance
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C

are not according

D

is not on accordance

E No correction required
Answer: A
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Question 100
The soldiers deployed in the town were instructed to exercising restraint arid handle the situation peacefully.

A was instructed to exercising
B

were instructed for exercise

C

were instructed to exercise

D

was instructing to exercising

E No correction required
Answer: C
Instructions
Rearrange the following six sentences (A), (B) (C), (D), (E) and (F) in the proper sequence to form a meaningful paragraph and then
answer the questions which follow :
(A) The only way in which this problem can be solved is by making artificial blood which has remained a distant dream for science.
(B) Donation of blood is considered to be the most noble of all the charities.
(C) If they succeed, it would be noted as one of the most important inventions in the history of mankind.
(D) This is because this donated magic potion can give life to another person in an emergency.
(E) A group of scientists, however, has dedicated themselves towards making this a reality.
(F) A growing problem however is that the requirement for safe blood is increasing whereas the number of donors is decreasing.
Question 101
Which of the following sentence should be the FIRST after rearrangement ?

A A
B

B

C

C

D

D

E E
Answer: B
Question 102
Which of the following sentence should be the SECOND after rearrangement ?

A A
B

B

C

C
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D

D

E F
Answer: D
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Question 103
Which of the following sentence should be the THIRD after rearrangement ?

A A
B

D

C

C

D

E

E F
Answer: E
Question 104
Which of the following sentence should be the FIFTH after rearrangement ?

A A
B

B

C

C

D

E

E F
Answer: D
Question 105
Which of the following sentence should be the SIXTH (LAST) after rearrangement ?

A A
B

B

C

C

D

D

E E
Answer: C

IBPS RRB PO Free Mock Test
Instructions
Each question below has two blanks, each blank indicating that something has been omitted. Choose the set of words for each blank
that best fits the meaning of the sentence as a whole.
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Question 106
One of the TV cameramen was _____in the leg by a bullet when he was____in the middle of a gun fight between two gangs.

A hurt, entered
B

shot, caught

C

injured, came

D

stabbed, trapped

E beaten, engulfed
Answer: B
Question 107
Although the fire was very small everyone______ and rushed out of the cinema hall_____ complete chaos.

A shouted, leading
B

died, producing

C

injured, resulting

D

scared, making

E panicked, causing
Answer: E
Question 108
The _______ of pesticides and fertilizers while growing the vegetables and fruits is one of the greatest _______to the health these days.

A production, dangers
B

consumption, problem

C

overuse, threats

D

application, rewards

E amount, injury
Answer: C
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Question 109
The group's mission is to ______ peace between the nations and help different people _____ each other better.

A maintain, understand
B

remain, address

C

keep, interact

D

advise, find'
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E

communicate, friendly
Answer: A

Question 110
History _____ the Kings and Influential leaders whereas the real battle was ____ by the soldiers who remain little known and celebrated
in the texts.

A remembers, played
B

highlights, underwent

C

biased, lead

D

glorifies, fought

E writes, done
Answer: D
Instructions
In the following passage there are blanks, each of which has been numbered. These numbers are printed below the passage and
against each, five words are suggested, one of which fits the blank appropriately. Find out the appropriate word in each case.
Without doubt there is one thing a: to all of us we have played a game at some time in our lives. Most of us play to relax or have fun, but
for many playing a game or a sport is a way to b: poverty behind. Infact, in many African countries, playing a sport professionally can c:
the lives of a person's entire family.
For example, in the small town of Bekoji, in Ethiopia d: than a hundred boys and girls can be seen running at dawn everyday. Each of
these youth is e: and serious and their coach is (6) that one of them will be a world champion. This seems like an idle (7) but it is virtually
a guarantee in this small community (8) mainly farmers. Many of the fastest male and female distance runners in the world hail from
this small town. A small handpainted sign which greets visitors outside Bekoji (9) 'Welcome to the Village of Athletes". Children here
start running at an early age (10) great distances to fetch water and firewood or to reach school. At the Olympics, runners from this
small town are likely to win more medals than those from developed countries. It will give their families away out of poverty.
Question 111
a:

A accepted
B

common

C

alike

D

similar

E popular
Answer: B
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Question 112
b:

A alleviate
B

forgot

C

prevent
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reduce

D

E leave
Answer: E
Question 113
c:

A changes
B

arrange

C

control

D

transform

E shift
Answer: D
Question 114
d:

A further
B

more

C

greater

D

over

E larger
Answer: B

200+ Banking Previous Papers (Download PDF)
Question 115
e:

A concentrated
B

rival

C

focused

D

playful

E performed
Answer: C
Question 116
(6)
A convince
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optimist

B
C

intended

D

privilege

E confident
Answer: E
Question 117
(7)

A boast
B

suspicion

C

risk

D

worship

E precaution
Answer: A

200+ Free GK Tests for Banking exams
Question 118
(8)

A existing
B

that

C

comprising

D

consisting

E wish
Answer: C
Question 119
(9)

A warn
B

(10)inform

C

noitces

D

reads

E wish
Answer: D
Question 120
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A covering
B

driving

C

measuring

D

following

E competing
Answer: A
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Instructions
What will come in place of the question mark (?) in the following series ?
Question 121
12 22 69 272 1365 ?

A 8196
B

8184

C

8195

D

6830

E None of these
Answer: B
Explanation:
The pattern followed is :
12 ×2 − 2 = 22
22 ×3 + 3 = 69
69 ×4 − 4 = 272
272 ×5 + 5 = 1365
1365 ×6 − 6 = 8184

Youtube Channel for Govt Jobs Preparation
Question 122
1 ?? 27

64

125

A 14
B

4

C

9

D

8
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E

None of these
Answer: D

Explanation:
This is a series of cubes of natural numbers.

13 = 1
23 = 8
33 = 27
43 = 64
53 = 125
Question 123
104 153 189 214 ?

A 239
B

225

C

264

D

235

E None of these
Answer: E
Explanation:
Squares of natural numbers are added.
104 +72 = 153
153 +62 = 189
189 +52 = 214
214 +42 = 230
Question 124
15 17 32 49 81 130 ?

A 179
B

211

C

194

D

226

E None of these
Answer: B
Explanation:
Previous number is added to each number to get the next number
17 + 15 = 32
32 + 17 = 49
49 + 32 = 81
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81 + 49 = 130
130 + 81 = 211

Free Banking Study Material (15000 Solved Questions)
Question 125
15 17 21

29

45

77 ?

A 109
B

125

C

141

D

173

E None of these
Answer: C
Explanation:
The pattern followed is :
15 +21 = 17
17 +22 = 21
21 +23 = 29
29 +24 = 45
45 +25 = 77
77 +26 = 141
Instructions
From the following, differen committees are to be made as per the requirement given in each question.
In how many different ways can it de done? 10 men and 8 women out of which 5 men are teachers, 3 men doctors and businessmen.
Among the women, 3 are 2 are teachers, 2 doctors, 2 researchers and 1 social worker.
Question 126
A Committee of 5 in which 3 men and 2 women are there.

A 3360
B

8568

C

4284

D

1680

E None of these
Answer: A
Explanation:
Out of 10 men, Teachers = 5
Doctors = 3 and Business man = 2
Out of 8 women, Teachers = 3 and Doctors = 2
Researchers = 2 and Social worker = 1
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Number of ways of selecting 3 men and 2 women.
10

8

= C3 × C2
10×9×8

8×7

= 1×2×3 × 1×2
= 120 × 28 = 3360
Question 127
A Committee of 4 in which at least 2 women are there.

A 1260
B

1820

C

3060

D

1890

E None of these
Answer: D
Explanation:
Out of 10 men, Teachers = 5
Doctors = 3 and Business man = 2
Out of 8 women, Teachers = 3 and Doctors = 2
Researchers = 2 and Social worker = 1
Number of ways of selecting 4 members in which at least 2 are women
= (2 men , 2 women) + (1 men , 3 women) + (0 men , 4 women)
10

8

10

10×9

8×7

10

8

10

8

= (C2 × C2 ) + (C1 × C3 ) + (C0 × C4 )
8×7×6

8×7×6×5

= ( 1×2 × 1×2 ) + ( 1 × 1×2×3 ) + ( 1×2×3×4 )
= (45 × 28) + (10 × 56) + (70)
= 1260 + 560 + 70 = 1890
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Question 128
A Committee is 5 in which 2 men teachers, 2 women teachers and 1 doctor are there.

A 75
B

150

C

214

D

20

E None of these
Answer: B
Explanation:
Out of 10 men, Teachers = 5
Doctors = 3 and Business man = 2
Out of 8 women, Teachers = 3 and Doctors = 2
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Researchers = 2 and Social worker = 1
Number of ways of selecting 2 men teachers, 2 women teachers and 1 doctor
5

3

5

5×4

3×2

5

= C2 × C2 × C1

= 1×2 × 1×2 × 1
= 10 × 3 × 5 = 150
Question 129
A Committee of 7.

A 31824
B

1200

C

9600

D

15912

E None of these
Answer: A
Explanation:
There are 10 men and 8 women, Total = 18
Number of ways of selecting 7 members out of 18.
18

= C7 =

18×17×16×15×14×13×12
1×2×3×4×5×6×7

= 18 × 17 × 4 × 13 × 2 = 31824
Question 130
A Committee of 3 in which there is no teacher and no doctor.

A 100
B

120

C

10

D

12

E None of these
Answer: C
Explanation:
Out of 10 men, Teachers = 5
Doctors = 3 and Business man = 2
Out of 8 women, Teachers = 3 and Doctors = 2
Researchers = 2 and Social worker = 1
Now, no teacher and doctor should be selected.
=> Remaining members (both men and women) = (2) + (2 + 1) = 5
Thus, number of ways of selecting 3 people out of 5
5

5×4×3

= C3 = 1×2×3 = 10
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Instructions
Study the following table carefully ans answer the questions given below :
Number of books of different prices bought over the months.

Question 131
In which month maximum number of books were bought?

A March
B

November

C

July

D

September

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 132
In which price-range maximum books were bought in the given months taken together?

A Rs. 500- Rs. 999
B

Rs. 2000 - Rs. 2999

C

Rs. 1000- Rs. 1999

D

Rs. 3000 - Rs. 3999

E None of these
Answer: E
Question 133
In the price range of Rs. 1000 - Rs. 1999 the number of books bought in January is what percent of the number of books bought in
May in the same price range ?

A 30
B

70

C

142.86

D

60
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E

None of these
Answer: B
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Question 134
What is the difference between the number of books bought in September and November?

A 244
B

776

C

1020

D

1310

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 135
What is the ratio between the number of books in price range Rs. 4000- Rs. 5000 bought in January and March?

A 1 : 10
B

15 : 100

C

930 : 2911

D

21 : 200

E None of these
Answer: D
Instructions
For the following questions answer them individually
Question 136
Prabha started a business investing Rs. 32,000. After 5 months Amit joined her with a capital of Rs. 22,000. At the end of the year the
total profit was Rs. 16,409. What is Prabha's share in the profit ?

A Rs. 5,284
B

Rs. 11,712

C

Rs. 10,182

D

Rs. 4,697

E None of these
Answer: B
Explanation:
Amount invested by Prabha = Rs. 32,000 and amount invested by Amit = Rs. 22,000
Ratio of amount invested by Prabha : Amit = 16 : 11
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Time period in which Prabha invested = 12 months and Amit =76 months
Ratio of time periods of Prabha : Amit = 12 : 7
=> Ratio of profits earned by Prabha : Amit = (16 × 12):(11 × 7)
= 192 : 77
Total profit earned = Rs. 16,409

∴ Prabha’s share in the profit =

192
(192+77)

× 16, 409

= 192 × 61 = Rs.11, 712
=> Ans - (B)
Question 137
The simple interest accrued on an amount of Rs. 16,500 at the end of three years is Rs. 5,940. What would be the compound interest
accrued on the same amount at the same rate in the same period? (rounded off to two digits after decimal)

A Rs. 6681.31
B

Rs. 6218.27

C

Rs. 6754.82

D

Rs. 6537.47

E None of these
Answer: A
Explanation:
Principal amount = Rs. 16,500
Simple interest earned = Rs. 5,940 and time = 3 years
Let rate of interest = R%
=> S.I. =
=> 5940 =

P×R×T
100
16500×R×3
100

5940

=> R = 165×3
=> R = 12%
R

Now, compound interest accrued on the same amount at the same rate in the same period = P [(1 + 100 )T − 1]
12

= 16, 500[(1 + 100 )3 − 1]
28

= 16, 500[( 25 )3 − 1] = 16, 500(

21952−15625
15625
)

6327

= 16, 500 × 15625 = Rs.6681.31
Question 138
Prerna decided to donate 15% of her salary to an orphanage. On the day of donation she changed her mind and donated Rs. 1,896
which was 80% of what she had decided earlier. How much is Prerna's salary?

A Rs. 18,500
B

Rs. 10,250

C

Rs. 15,800

D

Cannot be determined
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E

None of these
Answer: C

Explanation:
Let Prerna's salary = Rs.100x
15

Amount which Prerna decided to donate = 100 × 100x = Rs.15x
Amount which she actually donated = Rs. 1896
According to ques,
80

=> 100 × 15x = 1896
4

=> 5 × 15x = 1896
=> 12x = 1896
1896

=> x = 12 = 158

∴ Prerna's salary = 100 × 158 = Rs. 15, 800
=> Ans - (C)
Question 139
4

If the Numerator of the fraction is increased by the 600% and Denominator is increased by 200 % The resulting fraction is 2 5 . Then
what is the original Fraction ?

A

4
7

B

13
12

C

11
12

D

6
5

E None of these
Answer: D
Explanation:
Let the numerator = x and denominator = y
If numerator is increased by 600%, => New numerator = 7x
Similarly, new denominator = 3y
7x

4

=> Fraction = 3y = 2 5
7x

14

=> 3y = 5
x

14

x

6

3

=> y = 5 × 7
=> y = 5
=> Ans - (D)
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Question 140
The present ages of Trisha and Shalini are in the ratio of 7: 6 respectively . After 8 years the ratio of their ages will be 9 : 8. What is
the difference in their ages ?
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A 4 years
B

8 years

C

10 years

D

12 years

E None of these
Answer: A
Explanation:
Let present ages of Trisha and Shalini be 7x and 6x years respectively.
Acc. to ques, ratio of their ages after 8 years
7x+8

9

=> 6x+8 = 8
=> 56x + 64 = 54x + 72
=> 56x − 54x = 72 − 64
=> 2x = 8
8

=> x = 2 = 4

∴ Difference in their ages = 7x − 6x = x
= 4 years
Instructions
What approximate value should come in place of the question mark (?) in the following questions ?
(Note : You are not expected to calculate the exact value.)
Question 141
839.999 ÷ 48.007 = ?

A 9.5
B

23.5

C

11.5

D

28.5

E 17.5
Answer: E
Explanation:
Expression : 839.999 ÷ 48.007 = ?
840

140

= 48 = 8
35

= 2 = 17.5
Question 142

8000
A 76
B

89
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C
D

65
97

E 58
Answer: B
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Question 143
18.001 x 22.999 x 9.998 = ?

A 4560
B

6290

C

4140

D

5920

E 5080
Answer: C
Explanation:
Expression : 18.001 x 22.999 x 9.998 = ?

≈ 18 × 23 × 10
= 414 × 10 = 4140
Question 144
99999 ÷ 99 ÷ 9 = ?

A 112
B

211

C

121

D

221

E 222
Answer: A
Explanation:
Expression : 99999 ÷ 99 ÷ 9 = ?
=

100000
100

=

1000
9

÷9

= 111.11

≈ 112
Question 145
7984.986 + 2541.005 + 127.996 = ?

A 11280
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B

15600

C

14650

D

10654

E 16500
Answer: D
Explanation:
Expression : 7984.986 + 2541.005 + 127.996 = ?
= 7985 + 2540 + 130
= 10655 ≈ 10654
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Instructions
Study the following graph carefully to answer the questions.

Question 146
What is the respective ratio of the number of candidates appearing for the Entrance Test from city A and city D in the year 2008?

A 11 : 12
B

13 : 11

C

12 : 11

D

11 : 13

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 147
What is the approximate average number of candidates appearing for the Entrance Test from all the cities together in the year 2007?

A 2800000
B

2901000
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C
D

2755000
2795000

E 2917000
Answer: E
Question 148
The number of candidates appearing for the Entrance Test from city B in the year 2008 is approximately what per cent of the number
of candidates appearing for the Entrance test from city C in the same year?

A 75
B

112

C

124

D

133

E 97
Answer: D
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Question 149
What is the respective ratio of the number of candidates appearing for the Entrance Test from cities A. B and C together in the year
2007 to the number of candidates ap-pearing for the Entrance Test from cities D, E and F together from the same year?

A 18 : 17
B

13 : 14

C

17 : 18

D

14 : 13

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 150
The number of candidates appearing for the Entrance Test from city E in the year 2008 is what per cent of the total number of
candidates appearing for the Entrance Test from all the cities together in that year (rounded off to two digits after decimal)?

A 17.14
B

15.43

C

20.31

D

14.49

E None of these
Answer: A
Instructions
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Study the table carefully to answer the questions that follow.
Total number of 24500 people who are engaged in given professions and (of these) percentage of females and males
Question 151
What is the respective ratio of the total males in Medical and Teaching profession together to the total number of females in the same
professions together?

A 117 : 43
B

29 : 183

C

183 : 29

D

43 : 117

E None of these
Answer: D
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Question 152
The total number of people in Teaching profession is what per cent of the total number of people in law profession?

A 87.5
B

93

C

68

D

79.5

E None of these
Answer: A
Question 153
What is the total number of males from all the professions together?

A 11472
B

12784

C

12348

D

12453

E None of these
Answer: E
Question 154
Females in Engineering profession are what per cent of the males in Management profession? (Rounded off to two digits after
decimal)

A 71.71
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B

96.43

C

83.16

D

68.54

E None of these
Answer: B
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Question 155
What is respective ratio of the number of males in Banking profession to the number of males in Engineering profession?

A 17 : 7
B

28 : 55

C

7 : 11

D

63 : 52

E None of these
Answer: D
Instructions
Study the t GRAPH carefully to answer the questions that follow.

Question 156
What is the average number of females from all the organisations together?

A 3800
B

3550

C

3300

D

3150

E None of these
Answer: E
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Question 157
The number of males from organisation A is approximately what per cent of the total number of males from all the organisations
together?

A 18
B

28

C

11

D

31

E 36
Answer: A
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Question 158
What is the difference between the total number of females and the total number of males from all the organisations together?

A 1500
B

1750

C

1800

D

2050

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 159
What is the respective ratio of number of females from organisation C to the number of females from organisation E?

A 14 : 17
B

17 : 14

C

14 : 15

D

15 : 14

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 160
The total number of males from organisations A and B together are approximately what per cent of the total number of males from
organisations C. D and E together?

A 58
B

75

C

89
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D

83

E 52
Answer: C
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Reasoning
Instructions
For the following questions answer them individually
Question 161
Among P, Q, R, S, T and U, R is taller than only P and U. S is shorter than only T and Q. If each of them has a different height, who
among them will be the third from top when they are arranged in descending order of their height?

A R
B

P

C

S

D

Q

E None of these
Answer: C
Explanation:
R is taller than only P and U, => R is the fourth tallest.
S is shorter than only T and Q, => S is the third tallest.
=> T, Q > S > R > P, U
Thus, S will be the third from top when they are arranged in descending order of their height.
=> Ans - (C)
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Question 162
Vikas walked 9 km towards North, took a left turn and walked 5 km and again took a left turn and walked 9 km and stopped walking.
Towards which direction was he facing when he stopped walking?

A South
B

South-West

C

South-East

D

Cannot be determined

E None of these
Answer: A
Explanation:
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Let Vikas started from point A and head north for 9 km to reach B, then he turned left and travelled west for 5 km before reaching C,
again he turned left and travelled for 9 km and finally stopped at point D.
Thus, he is facing south direction when he stopped walking.
=> Ans - (A)
Question 163
How many such 7s are there in the following number sequence each of which is immediately preceded by 5 and not immediately
followed by 8?
2 3 5 7 8 9 3 4 5 7 6 1 9 3 5 7 4 8 3 2 5 7 8 8 9 2 5

A None
B

One

C

Two

D

Three

E More than three
Answer: C
Explanation:
7's which are immediately preceded by 5 and not immediately followed by 8 : (5) (7) (not 8)
2 3 5 7 8 9 3 4 5 7

6 1 9 3 5 7 4 8 3 2 5 7 8 8 9 2 5

Thus, there are two such 7's.
=> Ans - (C)
Question 164
If it is possible to form a number with the first, the fourth and the seventh digits of the number 4671358, which is the perfect square
of a two-digit odd number, which of the following will be the digit in the tenth place of that two digit odd number ? If no such number
can be formed, give 'O' as the answer and if more than one such number can be made, give 'X' as the answer.

A 2
B

9

C

3

D

O

E X
Answer: A
Explanation:
Number - 4671358
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1st, 4th and 7th digits = 4, 1, 8
Now, if a number should be a perfect square of an odd number, then the number should also be odd, i.e. end with '1' in this case.
Numbers ending with 1 = 481, 841
Now, 841 = (29)2 and 481 is not a perfect square number.
Digit in 10th place = 2
=> Ans - (A)
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Question 165
Among P, Q, R, S and T, Q is younger than only S and R and older than T. Who among them is the oldest?

A S
B

R

C

P

D

Data inadequate

E None of these
Answer: D
Explanation:
Q is younger than only S and R, => Q is the third eldest in the group.
Also, it is given that Q is elder than T.
=> and S, R > Q > P, T
Thus, either R or S is the eldest.
=> Ans - (D)
Question 166
Pointing to a boy, Meena said "He is the only grandson of my grandfather". How is the boy related to Meena?

A Brother
B

Cousin

C

Uncle

D

Data inadequate

E None of these
Answer: D
Explanation:
The boy is only grandson of Meena's grandfather.
Thus, the boy can be either Meena's brother or cousin, hence data is inadequate.
=> Ans - (D)
Question 167
Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Which is the one that does not belong to that group?
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A Fruit
B

Flower

C

Leaf

D

Petal

E Tree
Answer: E
Explanation:
Fruit, flower, leaf and petal are all parts of tree, hence tree is the odd one out.
=> Ans - (E)
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Question 168
Four of the following five are alike in a certain way and so form a group. Which is the one that does not belong to that group?

A Cuckoo
B

Crow

C

Bat

D

Parrot

E Sparrow
Answer: C
Explanation:
Except bat, all others are birds. Bat is a mammal, hence the odd one.
=> Ans - (C)
Question 169
How many such pairs of letters are there in the word TERMINATE each of which has as many letters between them in the word as in
the English alphabet?

A None
B

One

C

Two

D

Three

E More than three
Answer: C
Explanation:
Word - TERMINATE
There are 2 pairs of letters which have as many letters between them in the word as in the English alphabet.
= (T,R) , (I,E)
=> Ans - (C)
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Question 170
If it is possible to make only one meaningful English word with the second, the fifth, the sixth and the tenth letters of the word
STREAMLINE, which of the following will be the third letter of that word ? If no such word can be made, give 'X' as the answer and if
more than one such word can be made, give 'Y' as the answer.

A E
B

A

C

M

D

X

E Y
Answer: E
Explanation:
Word - STREAMLINE
2nd, 5th, 6th and 10th letters = T, A, M, E
4 Meaningful words can be formed = Team, Tame, Mate, Meat
=> Ans - (E)

Free Banking Study Material (15000 Solved Questions)
Instructions
In each of the following questions, a statement is given followed by two conclusions/ assumptions. You have to consider the statement
to be true even if it seems to be at variance from commonly known facts. You have todecide which of the given conclusions/
assumptions, if any, follow from the given statement.
Question 171
Statements :
Some blades are papers.
Some papers are books.
Some books are pens.
Conclusions:
I. Some pens are papers.
II. Some books are blades.
III. Some pens are blades.

A Only I follow
B

Only II follow

C

Only III follow

D

None follow

E Only II and III follow
Answer: D
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Question 172
Statements :
Some pencils are marbles.
All marbles are buses.
Some buses are trucks.
Conclusions:
I. Some trucks are pencils.
II.Some buses are pencils.
III. No truck is pencil

A Only I follow
B

Only II follow

C

Only either I or III and II follow

D

Only either I or III follow

E None of these
Answer: C
Question 173
Statements :
Some trees are jungles.
Some jungles are flowers.
All flowers are streets.
Conclusions:
I. Some streets are jungles.
II. Some streets are trees.
III. Some flowers are trees.

A Only I follow
B

Only II follow

C

Only III follow

D

Only I and II follow

E None of these
Answer: A
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Question 174
Statements:
All desks are tables.
All tables are chairs.
Some chairs are sofas.
Conclusions:
I. Some sofas are desks.
II. Some chairs are desks.
III. Some tables are desks.
A Only I and II follow
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B

Only II and III follow

C

Only I and III follow

D

All follow

E None of these
Answer: B
Question 175
Statements:
Some cycles are bikes.
No bike is flower.
All flowers are goats.
Conclusions:
I. No goat is cycle.
II. Some flowers are cycles.
III. Some goats are bikes.

A None follow
B

Only I follow

C

Only II follow

D

Only III follow

E Only II and III follow
Answer: A
Question 176
Statements:
All rivers are hills.
All hills are rocks.
Some rocks are sticks.
Conclusions:
I. Some sticks are hills.
II. Some sticks are rivers.
III. Some rocks are rivers.

A None follow
B

Only I follow

C

Only II follow

D

Only III follow

E Only II and III follow
Answer: D

GK Study Material for Banking exams (Download PDF)
Instructions
Study the following information carefully and answer the given questions :
A word and number arrangement machine when given an input line of words and number rearranges them following a particular rule in
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each step. The following is an illustration of input and rearrangement.
Input : 51 pour 32 start now 23 46 house
Step I : 23 51 pour 32 start now 46 house
Step II : 23 start 51 pour 32 now 46 house
Step III : 23 start 32 51 pour now 46 house
Step IV : 23 start 32 pour 51 now 46 house
Step V : 23 start 32 pour 46 51 now house
Step VI: 23 start 32 pour 46 now 51 house
As per the rules followed in the above steps, find out in each of the following questions the appropriate step for the given input.
Question 177
Step II of an input is : 18 task bear cold dish 81 63 31 How many more steps will be required to complete the rearrangement?

A Three
B

Four

C

Five

D

Six

E None of these
Answer: C
Explanation:
The numbers are arranged in increasing order and based on the first letter, the words are arranged in decreasing order alphabetically
alternatively.
Step II : 18 task bear cold dish 81 63 31
Step III : 18 task 31 bear cold dish 81 63
Step IV : 18 task 31 dish bear cold 81 63
Step V : 18 task 31 dish 63 bear cold 81
Step VI : 18 task 31 dish 63 cold bear 81
Step VII : 18 task 31 dish 63 cold 81 bear
Step VII is the final step. Thus, after 2nd step, five more steps required to complete the arrangement.
=> Ans - (C)
Question 178
Input : nice flower 34 12 costly height 41 56 Which of the following will be step III?

A 12 nice 34 height flower costly 41 56
B

12 nice 34 height 41 flower costly 56

C

12 nice 34 flower costly height 41 56

D

12 nice flower 34 costly height 41 56

E None of these
Answer: A
Explanation:
The numbers are arranged in increasing order and based on the first letter, the words are arranged in decreasing order alphabetically
alternatively.
Input : nice flower 34 12 costly height 41 56
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Step I : 12 nice flower 34 costly height 41 56
Step II : 12 nice 34 flower costly height 41 56
Step III : 12 nice 34 height flower costly 41 56
=> Ans - (A)
Question 179
Step II of an input is : 16 victory 19 36 53 store lake town Which of the following will be step V?

A 16 victory 19 town store 36 53 lake
B

16 victory 19 town 36 store 53 lake

C

16 victory 19 town 36 53 store lake

D

There will be no such step.

E None of these
Answer: D
Explanation:
The numbers are arranged in increasing order and based on the first letter, the words are arranged in decreasing order alphabetically
alternatively.
Step II : 16 victory 19 36 53 store lake town
Step III : 16 victory 19 town 36 53 store lake
Step IV : 16 victory 19 town 36 store 53 lake
Step IV is the final step. There is no 5th step.
=> Ans - (D)
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Question 180
Input : milk pot 18 24 over goal 36 53 Which of the following steps will be the last but one?

A VI
B

V

C

VII

D

VIII

E None of these
Answer: B
Explanation:
The numbers are arranged in increasing order and based on the first letter, the words are arranged in decreasing order alphabetically
alternatively.
Input : milk pot 18 24 over goal 36 53
Step I : 18 milk pot 24 over goal 36 53
Step II : 18 pot milk 24 over goal 36 53
Step III : 18 pot 24 milk over goal 36 53
Step IV : 18 pot 24 over milk goal 36 53
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Step V : 18 pot 24 over 36 milk goal 53
Step VI : 18 pot 24 over 36 milk 53 goal

∴ 5th step is the second last step.
Instructions
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
P, Q, R, S. T, V and W are seven friends working in a call centre. Each of them has different day off in a week from Monday to Sunday not
necessarily in the same order. They work in three different shifts. I, II and III with at least two of them in each shift. R works in shift II
and his day off is not Sunday. P's day off is Tuesday and he does not work in the same shift with either Q or W. None of those who work
in shift I has day off either on Wednesday or on Friday. V works with only T in shift III. S's day off is Sunday. V's day off is immediate
next day of that of R's day off. Ts day off is not on Wednesday. W's day off is not on the previous day of P's day off. S works in shift I. Q
does not work in the same shift with R and his day off is not on Thursday.
Question 181
Which of the following is W's day off?

A Tuesday
B

Monday

C

Saturday

D

Data inadequate

E None of these
Answer: C
Explanation:
Only V and T works in shift 3.
R works in shift 2 and Q does not work in the same shift, => Q works in shift 1
Also, P works in a different shift than Q, => P works in 2nd shift. Similarly, W works in 1st shift.
S's off day is Sunday and P's day off is Tuesday.
Also, T and those who work in shift 1 do not have off day on Wednesday, => R with shift 2 has off day on Wednesday and V working in
Shift 3 has off day on Thursday.
Similarly, T's off day is Friday.
Since, P's off day is Tuesday, => W's day off is Saturday. The arrangement :

W's off day is on Saturday.
=> Ans - (C)
Question 182
Which of the following is R's day off ?
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A Friday
B

Thursday

C

Tuesday

D

Wednesday

E None of these
Answer: D
Explanation:
Only V and T works in shift 3.
R works in shift 2 and Q does not work in the same shift, => Q works in shift 1
Also, P works in a different shift than Q, => P works in 2nd shift. Similarly, W works in 1st shift.
S's off day is Sunday and P's day off is Tuesday.
Also, T and those who work in shift 1 do not have off day on Wednesday, => R with shift 2 has off day on Wednesday and V working in
Shift 3 has off day on Thursday.
Similarly, T's off day is Friday.
Since, P's off day is Tuesday, => W's day off is Saturday. The arrangement :

R's day off is on Wednesday.
=> Ans - (D)
Question 183
Which of the following groups of friends work in shift II ?

A RP
B

RV

C

QWS

D

Data inadequate

E None of these
Answer: A
Explanation:
Only V and T works in shift 3.
R works in shift 2 and Q does not work in the same shift, => Q works in shift 1
Also, P works in a different shift than Q, => P works in 2nd shift. Similarly, W works in 1st shift.
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S's off day is Sunday and P's day off is Tuesday.
Also, T and those who work in shift 1 do not have off day on Wednesday, => R with shift 2 has off day on Wednesday and V working in
Shift 3 has off day on Thursday.
Similarly, T's off day is Friday.
Since, P's off day is Tuesday, => W's day off is Saturday. The arrangement :

R and P work in shift 2.
=> Ans - (A)
Question 184
Which of the following is Q's day off ?

A Friday
B

Wednesday

C

Thursday

D

Monday

E None of these
Answer: D
Explanation:
Only V and T works in shift 3.
R works in shift 2 and Q does not work in the same shift, => Q works in shift 1
Also, P works in a different shift than Q, => P works in 2nd shift. Similarly, W works in 1st shift.
S's off day is Sunday and P's day off is Tuesday.
Also, T and those who work in shift 1 do not have off day on Wednesday, => R with shift 2 has off day on Wednesday and V working in
Shift 3 has off day on Thursday.
Similarly, T's off day is Friday.
Since, P's off day is Tuesday, => W's day off is Saturday. The arrangement :
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Q's off day is on Monday.
=> Ans - (D)
Question 185
Which of the following groups of friends work in shift I ?

A RV
B

RP

C

QWS

D

Data inadequate

E None of these
Answer: C
Explanation:
Only V and T works in shift 3.
R works in shift 2 and Q does not work in the same shift, => Q works in shift 1
Also, P works in a different shift than Q, => P works in 2nd shift. Similarly, W works in 1st shift.
S's off day is Sunday and P's day off is Tuesday.
Also, T and those who work in shift 1 do not have off day on Wednesday, => R with shift 2 has off day on Wednesday and V working in
Shift 3 has off day on Thursday.
Similarly, T's off day is Friday.
Since, P's off day is Tuesday, => W's day off is Saturday. The arrangement :

Q,W and S work in shift 1.
=> Ans - (C)

70 IBPS RRB Mocks (PO & Clerk) - Just Rs. 199
Instructions
In each question below is given a statement followed by two assumptions numbered I and II. An assumption is something supposed or
taken for granted. You have to consider the statement and the following assumptions and decide which of the assumptions is implicit
in the statement.
Give answer a: if only Assumption I is implicit.
Give answer b: if only Assumption II is implicit.
Give answer c: if either I or II is implicit.
Give answer d: if neither I nor Ills implicit.
Give answer e: if both I and II are implicit.
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Question 186
Statement: A nationalized bank issued an advertisement In the national dailies asking the eligible candidates for applying for 100
posts of chartered accountants.
Assumptions:
I. The eligible chartered accountants may respond to the advertisement
II. There may be adequate number of eligible chartered accountants who may want to join a nationalized bank.

A if only Assumption I is implicit.
B

if only Assumption II is implicit.

C

if either I or II is implicit.

D

if neither I nor Ills implicit.

E if both I and II are implicit.
Answer: E
Question 187
Statement: The municipal authority announced before the onset of monsoon that the roads within the city will be free of potholes
during monsoon.
Assumptions:
I. The roads were repaired so well that potholes may not reappear
II. People may not complain even if the potholes reappear.

A if only Assumption I is implicit.
B

if only Assumption II is implicit.

C

if either I or II is implicit.

D

if neither I nor Ills implicit.

E if both I and II are implicit.
Answer: A
Question 188
Statement: "Our Europe Holiday Package costs less than some of the holiday Packages within the country" - An advertisement by an
Indian travel company.
Assumptions:
I. People may prefer to travel to foreign destinations than to the places within the country at comparable
cost.
II. People generally take their travel decisions after getting information from such advertisements.

A if only Assumption I is implicit.
B

if only Assumption II is implicit.

C

if either I or II is implicit.

D

if neither I nor Ills implicit.

E if both I and II are implicit.
Answer: E
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Question 189
Statement: The retail vegetable vendors increased the prices of vegetables by about 20 percent due to non availability of vegetables
at lower prices at the wholesale market.
Assumptions:
I. The customers may totally stop buying vegetables at higher prices.
II. The customers may still buy vegetables from the retail vendors.

A if only Assumption I is implicit.
B

if only Assumption II is implicit.

C

if either I or II is implicit.

D

if neither I nor Ills implicit.

E if both I and II are implicit.
Answer: B
Question 190
Statement: A large number of students and parents stood in the queue to collect forms for admission to various under-graduate
courses in the college.
Assumptions:
I. The college authority may be able to admit all those who stood in the queue.
II. The college authority may have adequate number of forms for all those standing in the queue.

A if only Assumption I is implicit.
B

if only Assumption II is implicit.

C

if either I or II is implicit.

D

if neither I nor Ills implicit.

E if both I and II are implicit.
Answer: B
Instructions
In the following questions, the symbols $, @, ©, % and # are used with the following meaning as illustrated below :
`P $ Q' means `P is not smaller than Q,
‘P @ Q' means P is not greater than Q'.
`P © Q' means 'P is neither greater than nor equal to Q'
'P % Q' means `P is neither smaller than nor equal to Q'
‘P # Q' means 'P is neither greater than nor smaller than Q'
Now in each of the following question assuming the given statements to be true, find which of the conclusions I, II and III given below
them is /are definitely true and give your answer accordingly.
Question 191
Statements:
M © T,T @ J, J # D
Conclusions:
I. D # T
II. D % T
III. D % M

A All are true
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B

Only I is true

C

Only II is true

D

Only either I or II ls true

E Only either I or II and III are true
Answer: E
Explanation:
Statements : M < T , T ≤ J , J = D
After combining them : D = J ≥ T > M
Conclusion I : D = T
II : D > T
II : D > M

(True)

∵ D ≥ T Thus, either conclusion I or II and III are true.
=> Ans - (E)
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Question 192
Statements:
H $ J, J © M, M @ T
Conclusions:
I. H % M
II. H $ T
III.T % J

A Only I is true
B

Only III is true

C

Only Ills true

D

Only I and II are true

E None of these
Answer: B
Explanation:
Statements : H ≥ J , J < M , M ≤ T
After combining them : T ≥ M > J ≤ H
Conclusion I : H > M
II : H ≥ T
II : T > J

(False)

(False)
(True)

Thus, only conclusion III is true.
=> Ans - (B)
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Question 193
Statements:
R @ N, N % E, E # K
Conclusions:
I. R © K
II. K % N
III. E % R

A None is true
B

Only I is true

C

Only Ills true

D

Only III is true

E Only II and III are true
Answer: A
Explanation:
Statements : R ≤ N , N > E , E = K
After combining them : R ≤ N > E = K
Conclusion I : R < K
II : K > N

(False)

II : E > R

(False)

(False)

Thus, none of the conclusion is true.
=> Ans - (A)
Question 194
Statements:
K % N. N $ B, B © D
Conclusions:
I. D % N
II. K % D
III. B © K

A None is true
B

Only II is true

C

Only III is true

D

Only I is true

E Only II and III are true
Answer: C
Explanation:
Statements : K > N , N ≥ B , B < D
After combining them : K > N ≥ B < D
Conclusion I : D > N
II : K > D

(False)

II : B < K

(True)

(False)
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Thus, only conclusion III is true.
=> Ans - (C)
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Question 195
Statements:
T # A, A $ B, B @ D
Conclusions:
I. D # A
II. D # T
III. B @ T

A None is true
B

Only I is true

C

Only Ills true

D

Only III is true

E Only II and III are true
Answer: D
Explanation:
Statements : T = A , A ≥ B , B ≤ D
After combining them : T = A ≥ B ≤ D
Conclusion I : D = A
II : D = T

(False)

II : B ≤ T

(True)

(False)

Thus, only conclusion III is true.
=> Ans - (D)
Instructions
Study the following information carefully and answer the questions given below:
Following are the conditions for selecting ManagerFinance in an organisation:
The candidate must —
(i) be a graduate in any discipline with at least 50 percent marks.
(ii) be a postgraduate in Management with specialisation in Finance.
(iii) be at least 25 years and not more than 35 years as on 1.2.2013.
(iv) have post qualification work experience of at least two years in the Accounts/Finance department of an organization
(v) have secured at least 40 percent marks in the selection process.
In the case of a candidate who satisfies all other criteria EXCEPT
(A) at (ii) above, but has worked as Deputy Manager - Finance in an organization for at least three years, his/her case is to be referred to
General Manager- Finance.
(B) at (v) above, but has secured at least 70 percent marks in post graduation, his/her case is to be referred to President-Finance.
In each question below, detailed information of one candidate is provided. You have to take one of the following courses of action based
on the information provided and the conditions and subconditions given above and mark your answer accordingly. You are not to
assume anything other than the information provided in case of each candidate. All these cases are given to you as on 1.2.2013
Mark answer a: if the candidate is not to be selected.
Mark answer b: if the data Provided are not adequate to take a decision.
Mark answer c: if the case is to be referred to General Manager-Finance.
Mark answer d: if the case is to be referred to President-Finance.
Mark answer e: if the candidate is to be selected.
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Question 196
Geeta Kothari was born on 10th September 1980. She has been working in the Finance Department of an organization for the past
four years after completing her MBA with Finance specialisation. She has secured 50 percent marks in the selection process.

A if the candidate is not to be selected
B

if the data Provided are not adequate to take a decision

C

if the case is to be referred to General Manager-Finance

D

if the case is to be referred to President-Finance

E if the candidate is to be selected
Answer: B
Explanation:
(a) : Graduate with ≥ 50 %, => no information given
(b) : postgraduate, => yes
(c) : age => yes, between 25 and 35 years
(d) : work experience => yes
(e) : Marks in selection process ≥ 40 %, => yes, 50 %
Since, the marks received by Geeta Kothari in the graduation is not mentioned, thus we cannot make a decision.
=> Ans - (B) : Insufficient data
Question 197
Ravi Sharma has secured 60 percent marks in graduation. He has been working in the Finance Department of an organization for the
past four years after completing his MBA in Finance with 75 percent marks. He was born on 25th May 1983. He has secured 39
percent marks in the selection process.

A if the candidate is not to be selected
B

if the data Provided are not adequate to take a decision

C

if the case is to be referred to General Manager-Finance

D

if the case is to be referred to President-Finance

E if the candidate is to be selected
Answer: D
Explanation:
(a) : Graduate with ≥ 50 %, => yes, 60 %
(b) : postgraduate, => yes, in MBA finance with 75 %
(c) : age => yes, between 25 and 35 years
(d) : work experience => yes
(e) : Marks in selection process ≥ 40 %, => no, 39 %
Since, Ravi Sharma failed to qualify in the selection process, but has secured 75% marks in post graduation.
Thus, he is referred to President - finance.
=> Ans - (D)
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Question 198
Ranjit Malhotra has secured 55 percent marks in graduation and 65 percent marks in MBA Finance. He has been working as Deputy
Manager Finance in an organization for the past four years after completing his MBA. He was born on 24th February 1985. He has
secured 60 percent marks in the selection process.

A if the candidate is not to be selected
B

if the data Provided are not adequate to take a decision

C

if the case is to be referred to General Manager-Finance

D

if the case is to be referred to President-Finance

E if the candidate is to be selected
Answer: E
Explanation:
(a) : Graduate with ≥ 50 %, => yes, 55 %
(b) : postgraduate, => yes, in MBA finance
(c) : age => yes, between 25 and 35 years
(d) : work experience => yes
(e) : Marks in selection process ≥ 40 %, => yes, 60 %
Since, Ranjit Malhotra has fulfilled all the criteria.
Thus, he is selected.
=> Ans - (E)
Question 199
Deepak Banetjee was born on 8th July 1977. He has secured 65 percent marks in both graduation and MBA-Finance. He has also
secured 70 percent marks in the selection process. He has been working in the Accounts Department of an organization for the past
three years after completing his MBA.

A if the candidate is not to be selected
B

if the data Provided are not adequate to take a decision

C

if the case is to be referred to General Manager-Finance

D

if the case is to be referred to President-Finance

E if the candidate is to be selected
Answer: A
Explanation:
(a) : Graduate with ≥ 50 %, => yes, 65 %
(b) : postgraduate, => yes, in MBA finance
(c) : age => no, above 35 years
(d) : work experience => yes
(e) : Marks in selection process ≥ 40 %, => yes, 70 %
Since, Deepak Banetjee is older than the required age, which is between 25 and 35 years.
Thus, he is not selected.
=> Ans - (A)
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Question 200
Sanket Chopra has been working as Deputy Manager- Finance in an organization for the past four years after completing graduation
with 65 percent marks. He has also done a diploma in Finance Management. He has secured 55 percent marks in the selection
process. He was born on 3rd April 1983.

A if the candidate is not to be selected
B

if the data Provided are not adequate to take a decision

C

if the case is to be referred to General Manager-Finance

D

if the case is to be referred to President-Finance

E if the candidate is to be selected
Answer: C
Explanation:
(a) : Graduate with ≥ 50 %, => yes, 65 %
(b) : postgraduate, => no
(c) : age => yes, between 25 and 35 years
(d) : work experience => yes
(e) : Marks in selection process ≥ 40 %, => yes, 55 %
But, Sanket Chopra has been working as Deputy Manager- Finance in an organization for the past four years.
Thus, he is referred to General Manager - Finance.
=> Ans - (C)
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